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Introduction
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Related Work

 GeoLife: Understanding Your Past Life over Maps

 Map Matching Algorithms:  
 Not good for finding 

personal routes
 Missing roads exist
 Ignores correlations
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Related Work

 Mining GPS Data to Augment Road Models: 
 Refine an existing map by using GPS traces.

 Mining GPS Traces for Map Refinement
 centerlines are constructed by  clustering and then the 

arrangement of lines and intersections are determined.

 Detecting Road Intersections from GPS Traces 
 Intersections are found through a detector trained on ground truth 

data.
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Related Work

Much past work (e.g. Spatiotemporal aggregation 
using sketches or  Mining spatiotemporal association 
rules, sources, sinks, stationary regions and 

thoroughfares in object mobility databases) uses a 
fixed grid for discovering patterns in 
spatiotemporal data.

Why? → symbols representing  cells  is 
easier  to work with than real coordinates 
which  offer lower intuition
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Related Work

Problems →  Granularity: Pattern 
Discovery depends on size of grid.
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Our Contribution

 By combing space-partitioning 
techniques and data-centric techniques 
we introduce  a novel approach for 
discovering the areas a  user frequently 
visits based on his / hers  GPS 
sequences. 
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Pseudo-Code

INPUT: GPS traces from user.

1. Identify  trajectories → find starting and ending points

2. Create a grid and map each trajectory onto  it.

3. For each two points of trajectory find the most likely path → build 
better trajectory. 

4. For  all  new  trajectories map the points onto bins. Store 
sequences of bins. Compute probabilities of “bin transitions” from 
the bin  sequences.

5.Return built model
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1. Identify Trajectory
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2. Create a grid and map each 
trajectory onto  it

  Trajectories based 
on edges crossed

 Trajectory naming 
based on direction
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3.Find the most likely path

Problems:
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3.Find the most likely path

For each 2 points create an ellipse. Limit search of 
possible routes to the ellipse. All trajectories  cross 
its semi-axis.
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Bins

A Bin contains  set of  crossed edges 
which are each within a radius r from 
each other.
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Trajectories and Bins

Need to: find correlation between edges 
and bins.

Use HMM to find relationship between 
edge sequences.

Define movement of an object as bin 
sequences.
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4.Trajectories and Bins

Model edges to observable states and bins to hidden 
states.
Parameters of HMM:
 Number of States N , Number of observation 
symbols per state M, initial state π, State Transition 
Probabilities A, and Observation Symbol 
Probabilities B
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4.Trajectories and Bins

S are the hidden states. O are the observation 
sequences. N is the number of bins where Ei is found.
M is the total number of edges encountered.
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4.Trajectories and Bins

Matrix of Transition Probabilities A: Map  edges of the 
trajectory to  a bin. Store state transitions and calculate 
probabilities of each state transition from sequences.

Matrix of Observation Probabilities B:  calculated by 
checking if an edge i belongs or not to bin i. 

vector of initial probabilities  π: Calculated similar as to A.
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Data Sets

Personal GPS logging system: 42 
logs

CRAWDAD: 523 cabs over 1 month in 
San Fransisco. Over 10 million GPS 
points 
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Results

In ground truth data  was able to identify 
all frequent areas.

Scaled well since storing bins instead of 
trajectories is less expensive.
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Results
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Results
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Future Work

Associate user activity with areas
User visits.
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Future Work-User Activity 
Inference

Features:  GPS Speed and variance 
from Accelerometer data from Smart 
Phone.

Classifier: Decision Tree in Combination 
with Hidden Markov Model.

Classes: Biking, Driving Car, Walking, 
Standing Still
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Future Work-Benefits 

Can change user interface depending on 
user activity.

By using frequent trajectories of a user 
associated with an activity can turn off 
sensors and save energy consumption.
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Conclusion

We present a novel   method for 
discovering the areas a user frequently 
visits.

Scales well due to storing  bin names 
instead of real coordinates. 

 Useful for creating user profiles. 
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Some Automated Signature 
Extraction Techniques

 Limitation
 Assumes the presence of a virus in a 

controlled environment
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Some Automated Signature 
Extraction Techniques

 Honeycomb
 Find longest common subsequences 

among sets of strings found in messages
 Autograph

 Uses network-level data to infer worm 
signatures

 Limitations
 Scale and full distributed deployments
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Containment

 Mechanism used to deter the spread 
of an active worm
 Host quarantine

 Via IP ACLs on routers or firewalls

 String-matching
 Connection throttling

 On all outgoing connections
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Host Quarantine

 Preventing an infected host from 
talking to other hosts
 Via IP ACLs on routers or firewalls
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Defining Worm Behavior

 Content invariance
 Portions of a worm are invariant (e.g. the 

decryption routine)
 Content prevalence

 Appears frequently on the network
 Address dispersion

 Distribution of destination addresses 
more uniform to spread fast
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Finding Worm Signatures

 Traffic pattern is sufficient for detecting 
worms
 Relatively straightforward
 Extract all possible substrings
 Raise an alarm when

 FrequencyCounter[substring] > threshold1
 SourceCounter[substring] > threshold2
 DestCounter[substring] > threshold3
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Practical Content Sifting

 Characteristics
 Small processing requirements
 Small memory requirements
 Allows arbitrary deployment strategies
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Estimating Content Prevalence

 Finding the packet payloads that 
appear at least x times among the N 
packets sent
 During a given interval
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Estimating Content Prevalence

 Table[payload] 
 1 GB table filled in 10 seconds

 Table[hash[payload]]
 1 GB table filled in 4 minutes
 Tracking millions of ants to track a few 

elephants
 Collisions...false positives
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stream memoryArray of 
counters

Hash(Pink)

Multistage Filters
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packet memoryArray of 
counters

Hash(Green)

Multistage Filters
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packet memoryArray of 
counters

Hash(Green)

Multistage Filters
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packet memory

Multistage Filters
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packet memoryCollisions  
are OK

Multistage Filters
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packet memory

packet1   1

Insert

Reached 
threshold

Multistage Filters
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packet memory

packet1   1

Multistage Filters
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packet memory

packet1   1

packet2   1

Multistage Filters
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Stage 2

packet memory

packet1   1

Stage 1

Multistage Filters

No false negatives!
(guaranteed detection)
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Gray = all prior packets

Conservative Updates
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Redundant

Redundant

Conservative Updates
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Conservative Updates
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Detecting Common Strings

 Cannot afford to detect all substrings
 Maybe can afford to detect all strings 

with a small fixed length
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Detecting Common Strings

 Cannot afford to detect all substrings
 Maybe can afford to detect all strings 

with a small fixed length

A horse is a horse, of course, of course

F1 = (c1p4 + c2p3 + c3p2 + c4p1 + c5) mod M
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Detecting Common Strings

 Cannot afford to detect all substrings
 Maybe can afford to detect all strings 

with a small fixed length

A horse is a horse, of course, of course

F1 = (c1p4 + c2p3 + c3p2 + c4p1 + c5) mod M

F2 = (c2p4 + c3p3 + c4p2 + c5p1 + c6) mod M
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Detecting Common Strings

 Cannot afford to detect all substrings
 Maybe can afford to detect all strings 

with a small fixed length
F2 = (c2p4 + c3p3 + c4p2 + c5p1 + c6) mod M

= (c1p5 + c2p4 + c3p3 + c4p2 + c5p1 + c6 - c1p5) mod M

= (pF1 + c6 - c1p5) mod M
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Detecting Common Strings

 Cannot afford to detect all substrings
 Maybe can afford to detect all strings 

with a small fixed length
 Still too expensive…
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Estimating Address Dispersion

 Not sufficient to count the number of 
source and destination pairs
 e.g. send a mail to a mailing list

 Two sources—mail server and the sender
 Many destinations

 Need to track the distinct source and 
destination IP addresses
 For each substring
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(green)=10001001

Set bits in the 
bitmap using hash 
of the flow ID of 
incoming packets
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(blue)=00100100

Different flows 
have different hash 
values
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(green)=10001001

Packets from the 
same flow always 
hash to the same 
bit
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(violet)=10010101

Collisions OK, 
estimates 
compensate for 
them
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(orange)=11110011
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(pink)=11100000
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

HASH(yellow)=01100011

As the bitmap fills 
up, estimates get 
inaccurate
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

Solution: use more 
bits

HASH(green)=10001001
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Bitmap counting – direct 
bitmap

Solution: use more 
bits

Problem: memory 
scales with the 
number of flows

HASH(blue)=00100100
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Bitmap counting – virtual 
bitmap

Solution: a) store only a portion of the bitmap

                b) multiply estimate by scaling factor
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Bitmap counting – virtual 
bitmap

HASH(pink)=11100000
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Bitmap counting – virtual 
bitmap

HASH(yellow)=01100011

Problem: estimate 
inaccurate when 
few flows active
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Bitmap counting – multiple 
bmps

Solution: use many bitmaps, each accurate 
                 for a different range
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Bitmap counting – multiple 
bmps

HASH(pink)=11100000
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Bitmap counting – multiple 
bmps

HASH(yellow)=01100011
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Bitmap counting – multiple 
bmps

Use this bitmap to estimate number of flows
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Bitmap counting – multiple 
bmps

Use this bitmap to estimate number of flows
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Bitmap counting – multires. 
bmp

Problem: must update up to three bitmaps
        per packet

Solution: combine bitmaps into one

OR

OR
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HASH(pink)=11100000

Bitmap counting – multires. 
bmp
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Bitmap counting – multires. 
bmp

HASH(yellow)=01100011
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Multiresolution Bitmaps

 Still too expensive to scale
 Scaled bitmap

 Recycles the hash space with too many 
bits set

 Adjusts the scaling factor according
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Too CPU-Intensive

 A packet with 1,000 bytes of payload
 Needs 960 fingerprints for string length of 

40

 Prone to Denial-of-Service attacks
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CPU Scaling

 Obvious approach:  sampling
- Random sampling may miss many substrings

 Solution:  value sampling
 Track only certain substrings 

 e.g. last 6 bits of fingerprint are 0

 P(not tracking a worm) 
= P(not tracking any of its substrings)
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CPU Scaling

 Example
 Track only substrings with last 6 bits = 0s
 String length = 40
 P(finding a 100-byte signature) = 55%
 P(finding a 200-byte signature) = 92% 
 P(finding a 400-byte signature) = 99.64%
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Putting It Together

header payload

substring fingerprints
substring fingerprints

key src cnt dest cnt

AD entry exist?
update counters

key cnt
else
update 
counter

cnt > prevalence threshold?
create AD entry

Content Prevalence Table

Address Dispersion Table

counters > dispersion threshold?
report key as suspicious worm
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Putting It Together

 Sample frequency:  1/64
 String length:  40
 Use 4 hash functions to update 

prevalence table
 Multistage filter reset every 60 seconds
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System Design

 Two major components
 Sensors

 Sift through traffic for a given address space
 Report signatures

 An aggregator
 Coordinates real-time updates
 Distributes signatures
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